
Capítulo 14: WBLM 
 
Vocabulario #1: Associate nouns a verb. More than 1 answer possible for some.  

#2: Associate questions with logical answers. 

#3: Listening. Vocabulario útil. Match what you hear to a picture.  

#4: Listening. Video interview. Match who is talking to topic discussed. 

#5: Match the problems with advice.   

#6: Fill in the blank. (See textbook, pp. 417-418) 

#7: Listening. Write the name of the person each thing happened to. 

*Hacer (review) 

*Hace + tiempo + 

que...  

#11: Fill in the blank. Review of various uses of "hacer."   

#12: Fill in the blank with correct forms of "hacer" + verb in present or 

        preterite tense.  (See textbook, pp. 420-421.) 

#13: Fill in the blank with preterite form of verb + hace más de... 

#14: Write questions with Cuánto tiempo hace que + present tense. 

#31: Complete with hace + que + verb in present OR preterite. 

#34: Complete sentences with correct verb + time expression with hace. 

Adjectives to 

Adverbs 

#9: Write the adverb form of each adective. (If the adjective ends in -o, 

       change to feminine form before adding the suffix -mente)  

#10: Fill in the blanks with the adverb form of adjectives in a word bank. 

Verbs like "gustar" #15: Select correct form of gustar, doler, molestar. (See p. 422).  

*Uses of "se" 

*"Se" for 

unplanned or 

unexpected events 

#16: Match sentences with reason for using "se" 

#17: Match the endings to the sentences. 

#18: Choose correct verb form (3rd per. sing./plural) in preterite. 

#19: Write answers to questions. Don't forget accent marks if needed. 

#20: Listening. Write the missing part of the sentences you hear. 

#21: Listening. Match what you hear to the consequence. 

#32: Complete with se + indirect object + correct verb form  

#35: Match sentences with equivalent structures using "se." 

"Por" vs. "Para" #22: Complete with por/para and match to reason why it is used. 

#23: Complete sentences with por or an expression using por. (p. 428) 

#24: Write answers to questions using para. (p. 429)  

#25: Complete sentences with por or para. 

#33: Match sentences with por or para to reason why it is used. 

#36: Select por or para to complete sentences.  

Un Poco de Todo #26: Reading. Fill in the blanks in dialogue: verbs, prepositions, etc. 

#27: Listening: Video. Indicate who certain things happened to. 

#28: Reading. Insert appropriate expressions into dialogues.   

#37: Listening. Video interview. Fill in the blanks. 

Cultura #8:   Listening. Superstitions. Indicate if statements are true or false. 

#29: Indicate locations of country + capital city on map.  

#30: Fill in the blanks based on Cultural reading, p. 436 in textbook.  

*Use the “save and exit” feature to do a little at a time. (You will need to click "submit" to 

actually see the correct answers. See the file on the student blog which explains this.) 

*Be sure to “submit” before the due date! 

*Use the “check my work” feature to make sure you are on the right track. 

*Use the “ask your instructor question” feature to email your instructor questions if you do 

not understand why an answer is wrong. 

 


